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Recycling: a great idea, and an inherent part of
our culture the past couple of decades, right?

We have spent a decade here trying – and failing
– to bring commercial recycling to Deception Pass.
It’s too far from the urban centers, we were told,
and the cost was prohibitive. Campers would not
separate their recyclables, we were told, meaning
the material would not be worth anyone’s time to
sort through.

We almost had a grant in hand to allow us to
move ahead anyway, but that fell through when
funding dried up.

So this year we are trying to do things on our
own. A small grant from our region office allowed us
to buy recycle containers, which we scattered
around the campgrounds and day use areas next to
our dumpsters. We have a container for aluminum
cans, with small holes so only aluminum cans end
up in the bin. And we have a similar bin for plastic

bottles, again with a small hole just large enough for
plastic bottles.

Park staff and volunteers then go around and
empty the bins when they are full, and I haul the
bags to the recycle station on my way home from
work. It sounded like a straightforward plan.

What could go wrong?
A week after going live, I opened up the first bag

of aluminum cans. Inside I found half a dozen beer
bottles, two sandwiches, a handful of yogurt cups,
six plastic bottles, used napkins, and four well-used
diapers, adding interesting liquids and odors to the
assortment of aluminum cans.

The next bag, supposedly filled with plastic
bottles, had more diapers, a child’s sand bucket, six
chicken bones, two burritos, and three wine bottles,
along with red solo drink cups and plastic bottles.

And one brick.
Really?
In defense of most of our visitors, most come

from places where a variety of recyclables are
mixed together and then sorted by the waste
collection company at their facility. That would
explain the glass bottles. But diapers, chicken
bones, and a brick?

And a further explanation or excuse for our
visitors: our dumpsters can fill up with the solid
waste of 2000 campers a night; maybe the recycle
bin was the only place left to tuck that last diaper.

We want recycling to work. But we don’t have
time to hand sort dozens of recycle bags every few
days. And we certainly can’t recycle the materials
we found in the bags as-is.

We have to re-evaluate how we offer recycling
services.

Park Recycling Being Re-thought
- a brick, really?
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What stretches 1200 miles from
the Continental Divide to the Pacific
Ocean, winding through mountains
and forests and crossing the Salish
Sea at Deception Pass and then the
Port Townsend ferry to get to the
Pacific?

The Pacific Northwest Trail.
Begun 40 years ago, Congress

designated the Pacific Northwest
Trail as a National Scenic Trail in
2009.

It passes through Deception Pass
from the Anacortes Forest Lands,
following the Tursi Trail south to
Pass Lake, then to the bridge, then
by two different options to
eventually get to Coupeville and the
ferry across the Sound heading
towards the ocean.

We are honored to have the PNT
celebrating their anniversary here at
Deception Pass with a full day of
hikes, demonstrations, programs,
talks, a book signing, and trail and
gear exhibits.

Visit www.pnt.org

August 5: PNT 40th anniversary Festival schedule:

9:00 am - 12:00 pm  Guided interpretive hike of the Tursi Trail, by Seher Khan
11:00 am - 5:30 pm  West Beach shelter PNT history and info exhibit
1:00 pm - 3:00 pm    Guided interpretive hike of Goose Rock, by Seher Khan
3:00 pm - 4:00 pm    "How do We Connect?" - A presentation by our interpretive planning
intern from WWU, Rosie Matsumoto - West Beach Shelter
6:00 pm - 7:00 pm    A special presentation by the PNT and PNTA's founder, Ron
Strickland - North Beach Amphitheater
7:00 pm - 7:30 pm    Outdoor gear raffle/PNTA fundraiser - North Beach Amphitheater
8:00 pm - 9:30 pm    Screening of "A Sense of Direction" - North Beach Amphitheater

Pacific Northwest Trail Celebration
August 5 at West Beach
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My Last Current
Article
By Montana Napier
AmeriCorps Interpreter, 2015-2017
Deception Pass State Park

It is difficult to write a goodbye without it
bursting with gratitude for all the folks at
Deception Pass. Several mentors have graced my
life, and I am thankful for the opportunity to have
worked with such vibrant, knowledgeable people.
To avoid getting too sappy, I extend a big fat thank
you to all the Park Staff, Foundation Members,
Beach Naturalists, and volunteers I have come to
known. I am only moving two hours away, east on
Highway 20, so this goodbye is really just a see ya
later and not as often. The people I will see no more
are the visitors to this special place. Through
facilitating their journey in the natural world, I
have grown as an educator and human being.
They’ve inspired me via their questions,
observations, volunteer efforts, enthusiasm and
concern for our parks and our planet.

 At times, the Junior Ranger program feels like
the most impactful part of my job; children earn
their badges by participating in games, activities,
crafts, and nifty tricks such as using your fingers to
identify the five types of Skagit-born salmon
(thumb-chum; pointer-sockeye; middle-king; ring
finger-silver; pinkie-pink). The point of the
program is to inspire principles of stewardship in

the next generation, as well as instill pride in our
parks.

This year I focused on salmon - a completely
new topic for me to teach. I chose this topic when I
found life-sized seagoing and spawning salmon
models in the office, with 4,000 eggs (or pony
beads) in their bellies! Naturally, these props led to
salmon research, and then the tedious process of
program writing. For about a week, I combed
through our books on Pacific Northwest natural
history, talked to Skagit Fisheries Enhancement
Group, and learned cool facts about salmon - out of
4,000 eggs only two salmon will survive to come
back and lay their own eggs! My next step was to
figure out how to make education of our resources
fun, or edu-tainment!

 My Junior Ranger program begins with a
picture book on the salmon life cycle called
“Salmon Stream.” Children sit on the amphitheater
benches, listening closely and occasionally
answering questions, while I read aloud the
rhythmic prose of the fish's journey to and from
the ocean. Next, the kids BECOME salmon through
an active game. At the beginning of a stream, we
start as tiny eggs in a redd, slowly transforming
into alevin, “with their dinners still attached.” Once
their yolk is absorbed, the kids become fry and
catch insects, growing bigger and bigger with

every bite.

The next stage is smolt, so they face
backwards and “float” down the river, aka run
backwards to what I have marked as the ocean.
Once in the ocean, they take three laps around
to represent three years of life, dodging
predators such as orcas and fishermen, before
heading back upstream. Just when they think
they are safe and home is in sight, the salmon
have to leap over a ten foot waterfall created
by a dam! (Which is really just two adults
holding up a rope for the kids to hop over.)

Of course after the salmon make their nest
and lay their eggs, the whole cycle starts all over
again; we play this game two more times because
it’s just too much fun!

 After our high-energy journey, the kids sit
down at the picnic tables to color the different
stages of a salmon’s life cycle. Next, everyone
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makes a bracelet out of a pipe cleaner and pony
beads representing the life cycle.

Each colored bead has a meaning: red for egg;
orange for alevin; yellow for fry; turquoise for smolt;
dark blue for ocean; black for orca; gray for
seagoing salmon; green for spawning salmon; light
blue for clear, clean, and cool water; beige for redd.

 Our final bead is purple and represents the
people’s pledge to protect salmon habitat. I ask the
kids to raise their hand if they love to eat salmon, so
most of the kids do. And then I ask, “What happens if
the salmon don’t have healthy habitats, or a home?” A
couple of kids shout out they die, or the salmon
become sick. “Do you think humans, orcas, seals,
bears, eagles, or other animals can eat salmon if
there’s no salmon habitat?” The kids shout no in
response, and one kid yells, “That’s impossible!”

I turn this into a moment to reflect on the all the
pieces that make up a salmon’s journey, and what the
salmon need to survive. I pick up a kids bike, lift the
tires into the air, and spin the front wheel to explain
what a cycle means. We then wear completed
bracelets to our wrists, forming an infinitely looping
circle, and the kids gather on stage to say their pledge:

As a Junior Ranger, I promise to protect the
plants and animals of Deception Pass, to
explore other parks, care for salmon, and tell
my friends about what I have learned. Because
of me, places like this will exist in the future.

 This is the time for pictures. Parents’ capture a
moment in their child’s life - that time they
became a Junior Ranger at Deception Pass. For
the rest of the day, you see kids strutting around
the park with their badge pinned to their shirt or
sunhat. Sometimes kids even run up to me and
shout, “I’m a JUNIOR RANGER! Do you
remember me from last year?”

These programs create memories. It’s a chance to
get moving, play outside, and learn something new
about our natural world. Ultimately it is up to the kids,
and their families, to decide what the experience
means to them personally; I feel honored for having
that chance to facilitate connection.

Thank you Deception Pass for allowing me to
embrace my love of nature, and share these
experiences with other people. The past two years
have been incredible.

Montana is finishing
her second year as an
AmeriCorps interpreter
here. She has been an
amazing educator, a
strong program leader,
and a wise visionary who
has inspired adults as
well as children with her
insights and connections.

We will miss her, but
she leaves the program
stronger than ever before.
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Does Time Matter in
Eternity?
By Jackie French
AmeriCorps Intern, 2017-2018

Ironically, I have heard the word “perennial” used
more commonly lately than I recall. The word has
made appearances in the show I currently binge
watch, a podcast I listened to about nature, and even
out of the mouth of my friend that came to visit me
last month. I must have heard this word casually
stated numerous times over the course of my life, but
it’s no coincidence the word
sticks out as a sore thumb as
my contract with AmeriCorps
at Deception Pass provides a
brief hold.

I have looked at my time
here in many regards, but I
sometimes view these past six
months as a semester in
college. The semester was full
of insight, weird stories, new
peers, studying on personal
time, and a sense that what
I’ve learned is but a grain of
sand in the sandbox of life
and my career.

Perennial associates to
words like enduring,
everlasting, and eternal. As I
kept hearing the word, it
inspired me to ponder what it
means to me.

In the natural world, a perennial plant lives for
several years, and a life cycle that stretches for more
than two years. Lavender qualifies as a perennial plant;
its calming effects seems to endure for my purposes.
Columbines are even termed “short-lived” perennials,
which seems contradicting in the sense of the
definition.

And then I realized so much of what I thought of
as perennial at one point was as contradicting as the
columbines designated life cycle: rain in the PNW, life,
and even the persistent tide pool creatures. Might that
be the point of a word that procures an item or idea

on Earth as everlasting? Change is inevitable: clouds
go away, plants die, and seasons change. Or can the
word be more poetic than time itself?

If one is lucky enough, a mother’s love is eternal. A
rivalry such as Yankees vs Red Sox seems unending.
Even the evergreen trees are a forever shade of life. Is
obtaining the perennial definition just about a life
cycle described only in time and years, or is it the
feeling that something will be there as a constant?

In my time thus far, I have seen this question
answered in the life at the Park. Deception Pass State
Park has been providing new memories for the past 95
years. And although it cannot exist in infinite time, the
evolving memories and experiences provided creates

eternal changes. When a kid
learns about the salmon life
cycle at a Jr. Ranger Program,
there is new meaning given to
nature’s offerings. As a family
sits in the quiet calm of lunch
together at a picnic table,
there is a spark of quality
time that might have been
forgotten.

Although we are given
this unknown time limit to
collect experiences like this, I
believe there is a constant in
impacting individuals. No
matter the time, infinite
ripples of what life can be like
are sent to others long after
individual life cycles have
ended.

This six month
“semester” as an AmeriCorps
Interpreter here has

demonstrated the plethora of possibilities that can be
achieved in my next term. I have been fortunate
enough to be on good terms with a few AmeriCorps
members of the past; members in which their terms
have ended, but their handiwork stretches past a two
year life cycle. Their terms started out as an
exploration of wonder– what events bring in visitors,
how to increase attendance, what adds to the quality
of the guest experience in the Park. This exploration
was coated in trial and error, frustration and patience,
with no mentors to make an easy to navigate manual. I



expect my next ten and a half month term will have
its share of frustrating obstacles and self discovery
of what works. However, this connection with past
AmeriCorps resources provides inspiration for my
impacts rather than seemingly insurmountable odds
in how to get there.

There is allure in perennial life and experiences,
but change is not only inevitable, it is inspiring.
Some plants may live for infinite cycles of time, but
how will our mortal lives be measured? Time can
measure in linear function with dates and facts. But
emotions like happiness and serenity cannot explore
measures of eternity without balance. A beloved and
exciting job has its seasons, challenges, and ends as
well. I ask not for perennial experiences, but a life
well balanced. In the words of Ausonius, “Let us
know the happiness time brings, not count the
years.”

Here’s to my future term bringing more life to
the rippling eternity of memories at Deception Pass
State Park!

[Photo by Jackie French]

[Jackie finishes her appointment with us in a couple
weeks, but she will return in October for ten and a
half months more!]

State Park Free Days

   Aug. 25 — National Park Service 101st
Birthday

   Sept. 30 — National Public Lands Day

   Nov. 11 — Veterans Day

   Nov. 24 — Autumn day

Celebrate Your Trails
Did you know that hiking has its own official

holiday here in Washington?

Governor Inslee has declared Saturday, Aug. 5 as
Washington Trails Day! It's a day for everyone to
enjoy trails and to recognize the importance of
preserving our public lands.
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Thank you to the dozen or more of you who
replied with some excellent thoughts, reflective
observations, and personal feelings about the
Bowman Pier survey I shared last month.

We have a decision to make very soon about what
to do with the pier, and how to afford what we wish
to do.

The majority of you recommended fixing what we
have, maintaining the structure so long as we can
find funding to do that.

Here are some excerpts from some of the
comments:

“I have met so many visitors to Deception Pass
Park, visitors from all over the world. They, like I,
can stand at the end of the pier and see into the
future or the past. When you are standing on the
beach it is as if you are inside, looking out. But from
the end of the pier you are not inside anymore. You
are outside and almost on your way.”

“In the remote controlled model yacht racing
community, you have but to mention “The Pier at
Bowman Bay” and eyes light up.”

“It especially brings a smile to my face to
see new parents bringing their young children
to the pier and float creating a new
generation of park lovers getting close to the
deep water.”

“Once upon a time every self-respecting
coastal city had to have a pier and fortunately
for Bowman Bay, ours does not have a fun fair
or amusement arcade at its end!   Although it
is a relic of the past, it is a delight to stroll out
on, and offers a prospective of Bowman Bay,
unavailable from anywhere else in the Park.”

“Waterfront access is extremely important
to park visitors and the intimacy of being over
and on the water without being in a boat is a
great experience for the public.”

“We live a few miles south of the park, and
my 3 kids grew up hiking around the bay. A
trip out to the end of the pier was always part
of the ritual. We’d walk out, stop and look
down, take a deep breath, wonder what was
under us. . .  With our kids grown and gone,
we usually pass the pier by and head for the
woods and rocky shores.”

“I think there’s great value in getting boat-
less people out over the water, not to mention
the access for boaters and fishers. I think it’s
worth a lot to keep the pier, and would gladly
suggest diverting military dollars to the
parks.”

Piering Into the Future, your view
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Fire, again

Another one, yes. This time on Hope Island, but
deep in the woods, far away from any trail, from
any meadows, from any reason for anyone to be
here except to get away from others to have an
illegal camp.

The camp was a mess when they left, and it was
also hot with a still-smoldering campfire that
burned through the duff to spread into the nearby
brush.

Neighbors on Fidalgo saw smoke rising from
the island in this odd location and notified a local
fire district. They chose to not notify us at all. Nor
did they choose to investigate. A chance comment
from one person to another after an evening party
led to me finally being notified the next morning.

I contacted our local DNR fire crew and we
headed out the island right away in our park boat.
Eventually we shuttled eight DNR firefighters to
the island. They spent the rest of the day dousing
the 1000 square foot fire and making sure it was
dead out. We shuttled them back off the island just
as a windstorm began to kick up the water, which
could have kicked up the fire on the island had it
not now been extinguished.

As summer continues to dry out our lands,
please notify us if you see any smoke where you
would not expect to see any.

Our fire ban begins August 3, when no wood or
charcoal fires will be allowed in the park. Propane
stoves only will be allowed.

Record highs are likely across all of Western
Washington this week—and there’s even an outside
chance Seattle’s all-time hottest temperature mark
goes down in the inferno. Below are answers to
some frequently asked questions about the upcom-
ing heat wave.

Record high temperature, Coupeville:

89 degrees F.

How rare is 100 degrees in Seattle?
Seattle has only reached 100 degrees three times

since weather records began in the 1890s:

   103 degrees on July 29, 2009

   100 degrees on July 20, 1994

   100 degrees on July 16, 1941

If Seattle hits triple digits on Thursday or Friday,
it’ll be the third time in the past 23 years—after only
reaching it once in the first 100 years of weather ob-
servations.

Of course, Deception Pass will be at least 10 to 20
degrees below that. I predict that we will get a
open-refrigerator-door effect from the Salish Sea that
may keep out top temperatures in the upper 70s or
barely into the 80s at most.

Which may bring half of Seattle to our corner of
heaven.
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Coming to the Park Soon:

Kiket minimal development:
August

In a few days, we will begin to see the simple but
helpful new additions to Kiket Island. The sandwich
board directional signs will be replaced with standard
park signs on posts at key trail junctures. The porta-
potties will give way to permanent vault toilets. A
couple kiosks will be sited at two key entrances to
display Preserve maps and information. A couple
benches will offer rest where weary legs may be in
need of respite. Interpretive signs will help give new
perspectives on the natural and cultural stories that
abound on the island. And a picnic shelter will offer
shade and shelter in the back corner of the meadow
for small groups sharing a picnic together. And
finally, the power lines going out onto the island will
be removed, improving the view of the eastern
shoreline.

State Parks’ Northwest Region construction crew
will do the work, which is funded by a grant from the
legislature.

Kukutali Preserve seeks to protect a rare lowland
Puget Sound environment, while allowing low-impact
recreational activities such as hiking and picnicking.
These minimal changes will be a light touch on the
island while continuing to minimize impacts but
being of benefit to those visiting the island.

Stage: More Changes in August

We’re getting closer! The concrete walkways and
ramps are all poured. The logs have been prepared
and preserved, and are ready to go up. Then the back
wall and roof can be constructed, the wiring installed,
and finishing touches completed. We’re getting close.

Thank you to so many for assistance in funding
this venture. Although other park tasks prevented us
from finishing it in time for the concert series, it will
be ready for all future events. The current concert
goers have had a chance to get a taste of how it has
helped the events so far, even while under
construction.

Our continued thanks to the many donors and the
Deception Pass Park Foundation for providing the
funding of construction materials.

Tombolo restoration: September

The restoration of the tombolo at Kiket Island
may take place during the low tides the first couple of
weeks of September. Access to the island during
construction may be restricted due to the
reconstruction work. We will know more as we get
closer to the start of work.

Park and tribal planners discuss locations for a
sign  at Kukutali Preserve. Clockwise from left:
Tom Murley (region environmentalist), Sam
Wotipka (agency exhibit designer), Cliff Beedle
(project foreman), Curt Miller (contract planner),
Theresa Treborn (tribal planner), Matt Swenson
(region maintenance manager), and Sheila
Ranganath (project engineer).

Maintenance lead Marvin Wold floats the concrete
for the new walkway at the stage. The log posts,
back wall, and roof are on schedule for this month.
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This monthly update is sent to folks who
have expressed an interest in keeping in
touch with what is happening or in the
planning stages at Deception Pass State
Park.

We are grateful to have you welcome
us into your inbox.

If you are not interested in receiving
these monthly updates, please reply to this
message and let me know. We have no
intention of sending emails that you do not
wish to receive.

If you wish to communicate at anytime
with me or other park staff, please email,
call, or visit us. This park is your park.

Park Manager
Deception Pass State Park
41020 State Route 20
Oak Harbor, WA 98277
360-675-3767 ext. 26
jack.hartt@parks.wa.gov ♥

Deception Pass
State Park Staff:

Jim Aggergaard, Ranger
Nathan Anderson, Ranger
Rick Blank, Asst. Manager
Darlene Clark, Sr. Park Aide
Rick Colombo, Park Ranger 1
Doug DeYoung, Maintenance
Jackie French, Naturalist
Todd Harris, Maintenance
Jack Hartt, Park Manager
Adrienne Hawley, Park Ranger 1
Jeri Lancaster, Office Assistant
Mark Lunz, Maintenance Chief
Truly McCone, Ranger
Montana Napier, Naturalist
Bill Ruh, Senior Park Aide
Ben Shook, Ranger
Bryce Watkinson, Ranger
Marv Wold, Maintenance Lead

Board members:

Rick Colombo

Matt Klope

Steve Young

Terica Taylor

Jill Johnson

Dave Meyers

Dan Maul

Cindy Elliser

Our Park Concession Partners!

Deception Pass Tours

Anacortes Kayak Tours / Blue Otter Outfitters

AdventureTerra Tree Canopy Climbing Tours


